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Microsoft has selected craft ai to join its AI Factory founding
members
With the goal of promoting the emergence of Artificial Intelligence champions,
Microsoft has chosen craft ai to join its AI Factory and develop an AI ecosystem from
Station F, the biggest startup campus in the world!

Paris, France, September 22. Created by Microsoft in partnership with INRIA,
the leading French research Institute for computer science and applied
mathematics, the AI Factory is taking up residence in Station F. Microsoft took
this opportunity to unveil its selection of 7 startups already recognized players in
the AI market, and give them the mission to grow the community.
“We are very proud to welcome these startups that contribute to the development of
Artificial Intelligence technologies [...] By accompanying these mature startups, we
want to stimulate the creation of an AI community within Station F, thus accelerating
the deployment of a true French ecosystem of artificial Intelligence bringing
innovation beyond Borders.” explains Christopher Shaw - Director of Commercial
Software Engineering @ Microsoft France.
Alongside 6 other startups, craft ai will contribute to the emergence of this
ecosystem by sharing its explainable AI expertise and, on the other hand, what it

has learned implementing hyper-personalization and cognitive automation use
cases.
“We are delighted that Microsoft selected us to join their AI Factory! We are looking
forward to contribute to the development of a leading Artificial Intelligence
ecosystem. craft ai is on a mission to build the best explainable AI API to improve
every customer and employee experience. Microsoft BtoB expertise and INRIA
scientific support will enable us to boost our deployment” - says Stéphane Delorme CEO @craft ai.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------** Startups selected by Microsoft to join the AI factory are:
craft ai, R
 ecast ai, AB Tasty, D
 C Brain, S
 cortex, C
 ase law Analytics, H
 ugging Face
About craft ai
craft ai is an Artificial Intelligence API “as a service”. It enables your services to learn every
day to provide a personalized experience to each user and automate complex tasks. craft ai
is the first high level API enabling Machine Learning at the individual level that generates
whitebox decision models on the fly.
craft ai already collaborates with more than a dozen of key accounts including the City of
Paris, Dalkia, Nokia and Samsung.
Contact us
contact@craft.ai | www.craft.ai | @craft_ai

